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Executive summary

The politics of the energy transition in the United States 

Source: Wood Mackenzie 

 Republicans are set to take control of Congress against the backdrop of: inflation 

reaching a 40-year high, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and economic recovery from 

Covid-19. 

 For energy transition and climate policy, a Republican victory will be high impact for 

some sectors, low impact for others. 

 High impact: CCS, low carbon hydrogen and carbon markets could see a large 

policy shift that supports investment under a Republican Congress.

 Low impact: for L48 upstream, global markets and investors drive our production 

outlook, not Congressional policy. Our outlook for domestic oil demand and 

transport electrification would also not be impacted.
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Energy policy has shifted to focus on security of supply and prices 
This is a larger shift for Democrats that focused on carbon emissions reductions, compared to Republican 
policies that have traditionally focused on maximizing American hydrocarbon resources. House 
Republicans plan on releasing a detailed climate and energy plan in June 2022.

2022 mid-term overview: economics drive change 

Source: Wood Mackenzie. *March 31, 2022 Fact sheet: President Biden’s Plan to Respond to Putin’s Price Hike at the Pump. 

Policy positions: energy and climate, 

Republican leadership 

Policy positions: energy and climate, 

Democratic leadership 

“If we want to lower prices and protect the 

environment, we must prioritize energy 

independence.”

– Kevin McCarthy (R, CA)

“We are on war footing…That means 

releases from the strategic reserves all 

around the world. And that means you 

producing more right now if and when you 

can. I hope your investors are saying this 

to you as well. In this moment of crisis, we 

need more supply.” – Jennifer Granholm, 

United States Secretary of Energy

“I don’t think there’s any question that 

the climate is changing…the key to it is 

how do you address it.” 

– Mitch McConnell (R, KY)

“The first part of the President’s plan is to 

immediately increase supply by doing 

everything we can to encourage domestic 

production now and through a historic 

release from the Strategic Petroleum 

Reserve to serve as a bridge to greater 

supply in the months ahead.” – President 

Biden’s Office, Briefing Room Statement*
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Inflation is a key issue impacting the mindset of American voters 

Inflation is the highest in key mid term battleground states for the House, including California, 
Nevada, Oregon and Pennsylvania 

2022 mid-term overview: economics drive change 

Source: Wood Mackenzie, US Bureau of Labor and Statistics Data: Un-adjusted 12 months ending Feb 2022. *Utility piped gas service; **Commodities less food and energy

Percent changes in Consumer Price Index (CPI) for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U): average U.S. city
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The balance of power typically changes in line with consumer confidence 

Since the election of President Biden, consumer confidence has declined 4%* and additional 
declines could occur by November 

2022 mid-term overview: economics drive change 

Source: Wood Mackenzie, OECD; *as of February 2022 v. the same period in 2020

Consumer confidence index
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majority
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1980: President 

Reagan (R) elected; 
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2000: President 
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majority
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• What investment levels will it take to put the United States on a net zero trajectory? 

• Can a Republican Congress influence the pace of Upstream investment in the L48?

• What policies have Republican’s proposed for CCUS and low carbon hydrogen?

• What hurdles will Republicans face in implementation their energy and climate goals?

• How will energy and climate policy evolve after the 2022 mid terms?

Our full insight addresses several key questions

Reach out to Wood Mackenzie to access our full spectrum of research on this topic 

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Key Points
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